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a b s t r a c t 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are increasingly used in industrial applications such as the Internet-of- 

Things, Smart City technologies and critical infrastructure monitoring. Industrial WSNs often operate in 

a cluster or star configuration. To ensure real-time and predictable performance, link access is typically 

managed using time-slotted superframe methods. These methods generally use static and potentially in- 

efficient slot assignments. In this paper, we propose to dynamically readjust time slot lengths as a tech- 

nique to minimize overall energy consumption. Our approach combines real-time performance guarantees 

with energy conservation methods through a set of dynamic modulation based adaptive packet transmis- 

sion scheduling algorithms that are designed to reclaim unused slot times. To support our reclaiming 

method in a wireless environment we introduce a novel low-power listening technique called reverse- 

low-power listening (RLPL) as part of an overall Hybrid Low-Power Listening (HLPL) protocol. We evaluate 

our algorithms using Castalia simulator against an oracle-based approach, and show that our dynamic 

slot reclaiming approach, coupled with HLPL, can introduce substantial power savings without sacrificing 

real-time support which may be a new approach towards improving industrial wireless standards. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Industrial network automation systems were traditionally in-

talled with wires connecting communicating devices. Potential

rawbacks to purely wired systems are higher costs for cables and

aintenance and inflexibility in terms of deploying new nodes or

econfiguring existing systems. As a result industrial automation

nd control systems are increasingly being supported by wireless

etworks [1] . Wireless industrial systems are now appearing in

pplication domains such as manufacturing, electrical generation,

nd chemical refining [2] , along with Smart City and environmen-

al monitoring applications [3] . Currently deployed industrial wire-

ess protocols include IEEE 802.15.4e, WIA-PA, WirelessHART and

SA100.11a [4] . 

Low-power real-time wireless protocols typically work by orga-

izing nodes in cluster or star topologies, and sometimes in multi-

op topologies. Variations of time division multiple access (TDMA)

ased scheduling for link access is the most widely used method

o provide real-time guarantees on WSN [5] . TDMA systems gener-

lly have a coordinator that is in charge of distributing time slots

o the nodes. Nodes in the system therefore share a logical super-
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rame that is divided into timeslots. Each node has a pre-assigned

ime slot where it is allowed to transmit so that collisions are pre-

ented. The work presented in [5] concludes that TDMA improves

he performance of basic CSMA/CA protocols. Most current stan-

ards either use a fixed size or varying size but pre-computed slot

engths for their superframes. This may lead to an efficient or in-

exible use of resources in the form of unused timeslots, especially

f the workload is not fully predictable. 

To address the above issues we propose to dynamically readjust

ime slot lengths in the superframe as a method to reduce overall

nergy cost and provide tight real-time guarantees. As noted, many

xisting protocols assume that the workload is fully deterministic

nd known in advance, which is not the case for many newer ap-

lications that can be supported by real-time wireless protocols

6] . An intuitive question then emerges — is it possible to achieve

oth real-time performance and energy savings in the face of uncer-

ain workloads? 

This paper aims to answer the above question through the de-

ign and analysis of adaptive, superframe based techniques de-

igned to maintain real-time performance guarantees while mini-

izing energy consumption. In order to accomplish this goal, we

dopted a well-known and widely-studied technique called Dy-

amic Modulation Scaling (DMS) [7,8] . DMS is a technique that ex-

loits the trade-off between latency and energy consumption at a

iven modulation level. Higher modulation levels consume more
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energy to transmit and receive the data but the transmission takes

less time. It has been showed that DMS technique leads to reduced

energy consumptions [8] . The basic idea in our approach is to as-

sign nodes time slots in order to meet their communication trans-

mission deadlines, but allow them to proactively wake up and de-

termine if other nodes have transmitted all of their packets and no

longer require some portion of their time slots. If this is the case,

a node can begin packet transmission before its scheduled time,

and conserve energy by transmitting at reduced modulation levels.

In order to accomplish this, we have designed a new low-power

listening protocol called Hybrid Low-Power Listening . The algorith-

mic and protocol challenge is to schedule packet transmissions in

a manner that reduces energy while maintaining real-time perfor-

mance, as compared to the traditional static TDMA approach. 

Our work makes the following contributions. We first build a

basic real-time superframe model, and then use DMS to oppor-

tunistically save energy. DMS, also known as Adaptive Modulation ,

is commonly used to increase throughput in hostile and unpre-

dictable wireless communication settings [9] . For instance, in tacti-

cal military environments one current mobile handheld standard is

called JTRS . Mobile handheld radios such as the Harris AN/PRC-15

implement adaptive modulation within the JTRS standard. For Low-

Power and Lossy Networks, the TI CC1200 supports 2-FSK, 2-GFSK,

4-FSK, 4-GFSK, MSK, OOK modulations [10] whereas CC2500 sup-

ports 2-FSK, 2-GFSK, MSK and OOK [11] . The application of DMS

within WSNs has been studied in [12–16] . 

We formulate the joint real-time and energy minimization as

an optimization problem under the assumption of a workload that

can only be known probabilistically. Since solving the optimiza-

tion problem may be computationally complex, we then propose

a set of polynomial-time algorithms to address the joint real-time

energy optimization problem. To avoid excessive energy expendi-

tures during the times nodes proactively wake up to see if they

can prematurely transmit, we propose and analyze a novel Hy-

brid Low-Power Listening (HLPL) protocol. HLPL incorporates a new

technique called reverse-low-power listening (RLPL). RLPL is a twist

on traditional low-power listening (LPL) protocols, which are well-

known methods used in low data rate duty cycling wireless sensor

networks [17] . LPL protocols yield significant energy savings. To our

best knowledge this is the first usage of a hybrid LPL technique in

a joint TDMA-based real-time energy savings protocol, as well as

the first one that combines the beacon-enabled superframe con-

cept with low power listening. 

Using HLPL, we evaluated our optimal and heuristic algorithms

against an oracle-based approach, which has perfect workload

knowledge, under a number of workload and deadline constraints.

Our detailed evaluation under 802.15.4 IEEE standards shows that

the hybrid HLPL approach, coupled with DMS, can achieve signif-

icant energy savings while maintaining real-time performance, as

opposed to the traditional TDMA method. 

2. Related work 

A beacon-enabled superframe technique is presented as an

amendment to IEEE 802.15.4 standards and is included in

802.15.4e [18] . Aimed at supporting real-time industrial systems,

802.15.4e provides real-time guarantees for wireless sensor net-

works (WSNs). This standard defines the contention-access-period,

contention-free-period and guaranteed-time-slot formats. This ba-

sic approach is incorporated in industrial standards such as Wire-

lessHART, ISA 100.11a and WIA-PA [4,19] . Our work is fully com-

patible with these standards. 

WirelessHART made TDMA based scheduling an industrial stan-

dard using a formulation similar to the approach presented in [18] .

It defines a superframe as the collection of fixed size time slots

controlled by the network manager [19] . In order to avoid inter-
erence, it uses a frequency hopping spread spectrum mechanism

cross the 16 channels of 2.4 GHz ISM band [20] . ISA100.11a is an-

ther industrial standard for wireless networks. It also has a su-

erframe concept similar to that in WirelessHART [4] . WIA-PA is

 widely adopted system arhitecture and communication proto-

ol standard for wireless networks. WIA-PA uses the beacon en-

bled superframe design as introduced in 802.15.4e [4] . As dis-

ussed in Section 3 , we use a generic beacon-enabled superframe

odel that can be applied to any of these industrial standards.

hese standards emphasize supporting real-time performance in

ireless networks. Our work enhances these standards by adopt-

ng dynamic time slot allocation and on-the-fly adjustment for

he generic superframe structure. Moreover, we introduce a novel

rotocol called Hybrid Low-Power Listening (HLPL) as an efficient

echnique to eliminate the impact of neighborhood for superframe

tructures by combining the two seemingly contradicting ideas

uch as superframe and low-power listening. 

Our work incorporates TDMA , CSMA , and Low Power Listen-

ng (LPL) MAC layer protocols; hence, it can be categorized as

 hybrid MAC layer protocol. Hybrid MAC-layer approaches have

een studied for a number of years [21] . Some well-known exam-

les are Z-MAC, HyMAC, H-MAC, ER-MAC, and Queue-MAC [22–

6] . Z-MAC [22] uses a randomized two-hop setup mechanism to

void collisions where each node is assigned a time slot. When

here is no transmission after a predefined time interval, the nodes

an start communicating using CSMA for the duration of the time

lot. A hybrid bandwidth-aware mechanism is presented in [27] .

he work in [28] used a Markov Decision Process in a hybrid

olution to resolve congestion issues and minimize energy con-

umption, while others considered approaches for reducing queue

ength [29] . HyMAC combined TDMA and FDMA where a base sta-

ion assigns time slots and frequencies [23] . H-MAC is another hy-

rid MAC protocol that combines CSMA with the Aloha protocol

24] . ER-MAC [25] , on the other hand, reduces the energy con-

umption of Z-MAC by allowing CSMA in only emergency situa-

ions. Queue-MAC [26] also combines TDMA with CSMA in con-

unction with variable slot length. In Queue-MAC, each node trans-

its its load to its parent which in return adjusts the slot distribu-

ion in advance. One possible weakness in this protocol is that it

ssumes the load of the nodes are known prior to their transmis-

ion, which is not practical in many real-life scenarios [6] . 

A more recent hybrid MAC protocol called MMSMAC is pro-

osed in [30] . This protocol operates in synchronous, asyn-

hronous, and hybrid modes. MMSMAC groups the nodes into clus-

ers according to their per-hop distances to the cluster head. In

ynchronous mode, the nodes are grouped into odd or even based

n their cluster numbers and work in periodic active and sleep cy-

les. Only the nodes in active state are allowed to receive or trans-

it data (one node can transmit during an active state per clus-

er). This mode reduces energy consumption but increases delay.

n asynchronous mode, the nodes compete for the channel which

educes delay but increases energy consumption. In hybrid mode,

he nodes are set up just as synchronous mode but sensor nodes

f the active cluster follow the asynchronous operation mode. The

ybrid mode’s performance is between those of asynchronous and

ynchronous modes. Another recent hybrid MAC protocol is TAH-

AC [31] which combines CSMA/CA ,TDMA , and FDMA . This pro-

ocol uses CSMA/CA for lower traffic levels and TDMA/FDMA for

igh traffic and only TDMA for medium traffic. An adaptive TDMA

cheduling for multi-cluster networks is proposed in [32] . This sys-

em divides time slots into three categories — IntraSend, Inter-

omm, and IntraRecv — and requires each node to know its in-

erference information and workload. The adjustment of time-slots

re done accordingly and are static during the superframe inter-

al. Lenka et al. [33] also proposed a distributed slot schedul-

ng algorithm for hybrid CSMA-TDMA MAC layer. In this proto-
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Fig. 1. The lay-out of superframe. 
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ol, each node randomly selects a slot from the available slots list

hen broadcasts its request to acquire it. If all neighboring nodes

gree, the slot is assigned. CSMA comes into play during slot re-

llotment process where the system tries to reduce the number of

llocated time slots. This re-allotment process may cause non-slot-

wner nodes to collide and hence, CSMA is used by non-owners

or channel assessment. 

Our work differs from the above through our introduction of

he Hybrid Low-Power Listening (HLPL) concept that allows effi-

ient on-the-fly slot adjustments, even in the presence of interfer-

nce where the nodes may overhear each others’ communication,

nd our use of Dynamic Modulation Scaling (DMS) to save energy

hile maintaining transmission deadlines. 

Low-power listening (LPL) is a commonly used MAC-layer pro-

ocol that reduces the energy consumption caused by idle listening

o the channel for an activity. In LPL, nodes periodically wake up

o detect the activities in the channel. LPL techniques are gener-

lly categorized as either sender-initiated, receiver-initiated , or hy-

rid . Another classification divides LPL protocols into synchronous

r asynchronous solutions. Our proposed HLPL protocol is a sender-

nitiated, asynchronous LPL and includes a new technique to ad-

ress high false-alert rates caused by overhearing observed traf-

c in the traditional LPL protocol frameworks [34] . The most com-

on current approach in these scenarios is to use either TDMA to

ive QoS guarantees or LPL otherwise [35] . To our best knowledge,

ur work is the first to show that these can be combined in order

o give QoS guarantees such as real-time performance and energy

aving. 

In our system DMS is simply a control knob that can be re-

laced with any other energy saving mechanism but it is an im-

ortant concept for energy minimization and worth examining in

reater detail. One of the earliest papers that applied DMS to real-

ime traffic is [36] . That work developed the concept of adjust-

ng modulation scaling on-the-fly for general real-time purposes.

owever, WSNs are not the main focus of the paper. The authors

n [37] studied the application of DMS on data gathering schedul-

ng of wireless sensors in a real-time scenario. They have shown

hat DMS can achieve up to 90% energy savings. However, they

ave assumed the same constant packet workload for each node

n the network. Our work differs from the above by considering a

robabilistic workload and applying DMS to Time Division Multiple

ccess (TDMA) based scheduling. We believe a non-deterministic

orkload is more realistic for many applications of wireless sen-

ors and is worth investigating. The work in IGCC’14 by Bandari

t al. [38] considered joint DVS/DMS for a single wireless node

ith probabilistic workload, and suggested static speed scheduling

olution for both DVS and DMS. In our work, we consider applying

MS to the task set of every node in the network as a whole where

hey all share the same deadline. Although the work by Bandari

t al. [38] proves the benefits of DMS and DVS, it does not con-

ider dynamic time slot readjustment, which is the main focus of

his paper. This case creates problems such as the overhead of low-

ower listening and interference. In our work, we investigate this

imension in depth and evaluate the effects of low-power listen-

ng and neighborhood problem. We also propose a new protocol to

vercome this problem. 

. System architecture 

This Section describes our targeted system architecture, require-

ents and device model. 

.1. Application topologies and requirements 

Our work focuses on nodes that form single-hop communica-

ion clusters. Each node is assumed to periodically generate some
umber of packets that it must transmit by a specific deadline.

he actual number of packets changes over time, and is only

nown probabilistically. In order to meet these requirements we

se a generic, beacon-enabled superframe architecture for real-

ime communication. We assume every node participating in the

luster can directly communicate with the coordinator. We also as-

ume that the coordinator or clusterhead is not power-limited. 

This model is shown in Fig. 1 . As seen, at the beginning of each

uperframe the beacon is transmitted by the coordinator. The bea-

on contains management information such as TDMA slot assign-

ents, and is received by all the nodes in the cluster. This is fol-

owed by a contention access period (CAP), allowing each node to

alk to the coordinator via CSMA. During this phase a node may

end future workload information, or may ask to join or leave the

luster. The contention free period (CFP) starts right after the CAP.

he CFP consists of a series of Guaranteed Time Slots (GTSs), which

re assigned to specific nodes. In order to provide real-time com-

unication guarantees, each node is assigned a number of GTSs

qual to its worst-case traffic workload. 

The coordinator manages GTS assignments to avoid collisions

nd provide real-time guarantees. The CAP could followed by an

nactive period during which the nodes can sleep. We assume that

he coordinator manages the duty cycle and, without loss of gener-

lity, do not consider its impact in our work. A traditional approach

s to have a node sleep during the GTSs assigned to other nodes.

n this paper, we introduce a Hybrid Low-Power Listening protocol

hat allows nodes to proactively remain awake during time slots

ssigned to other nodes to attempt to opportunistically transmit

heir packets at reduced energy levels. 

.2. Communication 

We assume that each node is equipped with a DMS-enabled

adio capable of dynamically adjusting the modulation levels. We

dopt the basic energy model presented in [7] . Specifically, the

adio power consumption is divided into two parts. The first is

ransmission power , denoted as p s , and the second is electronic cir-

uitry power , denoted as p e . These values can be expressed as

p s = C s × φ(b) × R s and p e = C e × R s , respectively. Here, R s is the

umber of symbols transmitted per second and b is the modu-

ation size. The values C e and C s are radio-specific; but C s can

e affected by the current environmental conditions, such as at-

ospheric noise, transmitter-receiver distance and temperature. In

ractice C e and C s can both be approximated as constants. Finally

( b ) is the convex scaling function of the modulation used, de-

ending on the modulation scheme. For QAM, φ( b ) function is

 

b − 1 for even modulation levels and a close approximation for

dd levels [7] , which shows the exponential increase in power con-

umption in terms of the modulation level ( p e is assumed to be

onstant). The transmission time, on the other hand, is 1 
b×R s 

which

ecreases linearly in terms of modulation level. As a result, the

rade-off involved in DMS becomes an exponential increase (de-

rease) of transmission power compared to a linear decrease (in-

rease) of transmission time for QAM [7] . 

Our HLPL protocol uses two schemes commonly used in asyn-

hronous duty-cycled low-power MAC protocols, namely low-
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Fig. 2. Illustration of static and dynamic slack reallocation. 
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power listening (LPL) and embedding information in short pream-

ble (physical layer) packets. A typical LPL protocol such as B-MAC

[17] requires a sender to transmit a long preamble. Receivers wake

up, sense the preamble, and stay awake to receive data. The du-

ration of listening and sleeping schedules can be adjusted to, for

example, maximize energy savings, maximize throughput, or min-

imize delay. Protocols such as X-MAC [39] extend this idea by us-

ing shorter preambles with embedded address information of the

target node. The advantage of using preamble addressing is a re-

duction in the number of bits that need to be transmitted and a

flexible, user configurable information that follows the preamble.

X-MAC also showed embedding address information into pream-

ble avoids the overhearing problem and saves energy on the non-

target devices. 

4. Hybrid low-power listening (HLPL) 

The advantage of DMS is that the nodes can minimize overall

energy consumption by using lower modulation levels. The draw-

back is that lower modulation levels require longer periods of time

to transmit the same number of bits. In our environment this

means that more GTSs are required. We assume that the nodes can

bound their worst-case workload in terms of the number of pack-

ets to send, but the actual distribution is only known probabilisti-

cally. This means that the nodes may send fewer packets then their

worst case estimate. Hence, a node might not use all of the GTSs

assigned to it. It is therefore desirable to devise dynamic algorithms

capable of assigning these unused slots to other nodes. Further, it

is possible to use DMS techniques to extend transmission over un-

used slots, in order to reduce their energy expenditures, as long

as the deadlines are maintained. We call the extra time available

from unused slots “slack time”. 

Fig. 2 shows how different algorithms may behave when slack

time is available. We can generalize these slack reallocation algo-

rithms as static and dynamic. Assume the initial GTS assignments

are shown in the superframe labeled A . In this example node 1 has

been assigned 3 packet-length GTS but it only transmits a single

packet. Superframe B shows what happens under the traditional

static approach. The GTS assignments for node 2 and node 3 do not

change, and the available slack time remains un-utilized. The su-

perframe C shows a possible dynamic approach where these slots

are reallocated to node 2 , which can lower its modulation level but

still meet the deadline. Another possible dynamic approach is dy-

namic_fair, shown in superframe D . In this case the slack could be

allocated among node 2 and node 3 equally. Detailed descriptions of

these algorithms along with methods for determining modulation

levels for the new GTS distribution are provided in Section 7 . 

For dynamic algorithms to succeed, the nodes need to be aware

when the currently scheduled node prematurely finishes transmis-
ion. Our approach works by having the coordinator broadcast a

elatively short preamble that contains the address of the next

ode to transmit and the modulation levels that the node will use.

odes hear this preamble by using low-power listening. The se-

ected node may in fact be granted permission to transmit early

sing the available slack time. 

Fig. 3 shows the parameters of the listen-sleep cycle from the

erspective of a single node. Here δ shows the wait-duration be-

ore the node starts its low-power listening (LPL) cycle. The node

s entirely asleep during the period δ. Initial intuition is to set δ
alue to zero which means the nodes will start performing LPL

s soon as the CAP period ends to ensure no preamble will be

issed. As we will show in Section 7 , performance improvements

an be achieved with a careful choice of a non-zero δ value. How-

ver, this is possible only in the cases where we have a pri-

ri information about the packet workloads of the nodes. For the

PL phase, we use parameters α and γ , referred to as the sleep-

uration and listening-duration , respectively. γ is the time during

hich the node is listening to the medium whereas α is the time

uring which the node is in the sleep mode. 

The length of the coordinator’s preamble has to be greater than

he LPL period of α + γ . L preamble ≥ α + γ guarantees that the re-

eiver will hear a portion of the preamble. However, it does not

uarantee that the receiver will listen to the preamble as a whole. 

Fig. 4 shows the possible intersections of the LPL period and

reamble. Among these three possibilities, the first one is prefer-

ble, since the receiver gets the entire preamble. In the second and

hird cases, the receiver will hear the preamble; however, it will

ot know who the preamble is addressed to. As a result, the re-

eiver will need to keep listening even after the preamble mes-

age is over, in order to learn the address of the preamble. This

dds to the power consumption of the receiver. The coordinator

eeds to make sure that after sending the preamble message, the

ntended node starts transmitting. If not, the coordinator needs to

e-send the preamble. We evaluate the effect of these parameters

n Section 7 . 

An additional problem exists in that the absence of transmis-

ion activity being detected by a node does not necessarily mean

hat nodes are not transmitting in the cluster. Two nodes may be

ntirely out of each others’ radio range. Another possibility is that

 node may be in another node’s interference range, but not its

ransmission range. This means that a node can hear another node

ransmit but cannot decode the transmission. Also, when a node is

n the transmission range of another node, it overhears the com-

unication. However, nodes are only interested in transmissions

rom the coordinator. Listening to the other nodes in addition to

he coordinator increases the energy consumption. For our scheme,

he practical impact is that a node may not be able to hear another

ode that is in the process of sending a packet to the coordinator,
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Fig. 3. Parameters of the sleep-listen cycle. 

Fig. 4. Possible intersection of listening period and preamble. 
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nd therefore cannot tell if the slot is used or idle. Further, it may

verhear the unintended communications with additional energy

ost. We refer to these issues as the neighborhood problem. 

In order to overcome the neighborhood problem, we combine

reamble addressing with our newly defined hybrid-low-power lis-

ening (HLPL) protocol. As described earlier HLPL is a combina-

ion of traditional low-power listening and a new scheme called

everse-low-power listening (RLPL). On the receiver side, the node

eeds to decide which LPL mode it needs to be in. In HLPL, if a

ode receives a preamble and learns that it is not scheduled next

nd it senses any transmission during its first wake-up after this

reamble, the node goes into the RLPL (described below) stage. For

on-zero wait-duration values, when the node wakes up, it listens

o the channel for a preamble. If it senses any transmission and

his transmission is not a preamble then the node goes into the

LPL stage. However, if this transmission is a preamble that is not

ddressed to itself and if it does not hear any transmission during

ts first wake-up after the preamble, it goes into the traditional LPL

tage. 

For zero wait-duration values the nodes (except for the first

cheduled node) start with traditional LPL. During listening phases

f they do not hear any transmission, they stay in the tradition LPL

tage. However, when a node senses a transmission after a pream-

le, it goes into the RLPL stage. The logic behind this process is

he fact that hearing a transmission during the first wake-up right

fter the “false” preamble indicates that there is an interference

ince the sleep-duration is smaller than the time needed for a

ingle packet. If the node does not hear any transmission after a

reamble addressed to another node means there is no interfer-

nce. Meanwhile, the coordinator waits for sleep-duration amount

f time before it broadcasts the preamble, unlike in traditional LPL,

here a sender broadcasts the preamble as soon as the current

ode stopped transmitting. Waiting for sleep-duration amount of

ime ensures that all the nodes that are in RLPL mode are cur-

ently in the wait-for-preamble stage. Fig. 5 shows the flow chart

or HLPL. 

RLPL differs from traditional LPL in its conditions to transi-

ion between listening and sleeping stages. In RLPL when the

ode wakes-up and hears a transmission, it goes back to sleep.

owever, if it does not hear any transmission, it starts listening,

hich is different than the traditional low-power listening case.

n RLPL, this listening phase is called wait-for-preamble stage. As

xplained, when a node stops transmitting, the coordinator waits

or sleep-duration amount of time before it broadcasts the pream-

le. Hence, wait-for-preamble stage can last at least for the sleep-

uration time. Wait-for-preamble guarantees that when the coordi-

ator broadcasts the preamble, the nodes will be listening to the
hannel. 
The core idea of HLPL is to save energy when there is constant

raffic in the network. In the absence of this, HLPL behaves very

imilar to traditional LPL. Fig. 6 aims to clarify the difference be-

ween traditional LPL and RLPL during a constant traffic. Under tra-

itional LPL, the node wakes up periodically and tries to sense a

ransmission. Then it stays awake long enough to conclude that

he transmission is not from the coordinator. On the other hand,

nder RLPL, the node first listens to the channel, realizes that it is

ot a preamble, and goes to the RLPL stage. With RLPL, a node still

eriodically wakes up but stays awake enough to detect that there

s some transmission. If so, the node goes back to the sleep mode.

therwise, the RLPL stage concludes, and the node transitions to

he wait-for-preamble stage. It stays in that stage until it hears a

ransmission. 

. Joint deadline-energy optimization problem 

Based upon the number of nodes, the real-time constraints, and

he actual workload, the question remains how to set the modula-

ion levels to achieve all deadlines and conserve energy. We now

how how to formulate this question as an optimization problem. 

Earlier research in DMS has shown that there exists a con-

tant optimal modulation level that minimizes the energy con-

umption while meeting all deadlines under deterministic work-

oads [7] . However, the work in [38] observed that under proba-

ilistic workloads, this is not the case. Instead, the optimal solution

o minimize the expected energy consumption consists in transmit-

ing the first packets at low speed (modulation), and increasing the

peed gradually for the subsequent packets when the deadlien ap-

roaches. This is based on the observation that in the more likely

cenarios where the actual workload deviates from the worst-case,

ow modulation levels are sufficient to meet the deadline while

aving significant energy. However, as more packets are transmit-

ed, the modulation level is gradually increased to meet the dead-

ine. The framework to find the optimal modulation levels given a

eadline and probabilistic workload profile is called speed schedul-

ng in [38] and we also adopt this approach. 

In our target applications each node has a varying communi-

ation workload determined by a known probabilistic distribution.

he node i can have from 1 to m i packets to transmit in a given

uperframe. p i ( k ) represents the probability distribution function

f node i ’s workload. Specifically, p i ( k ) denotes the probability

hat node i will transmit exactly k packets during a superframe

 Table 1 ). 

The energy needed to transmit a single packet, e packet , is the

roduct of time to send a single bit ( t bit ), the length L of the max-

mum transmission unit (in bits), and the total power (p s + p e ) .

oreover, t bit = 

1 
b.R s 

where b indicates the modulation level and
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Fig. 5. The steps of HLPL. 

Fig. 6. Comparison of traditional LPL and RLPL. 

Table 1 

List of symbols 

Symbol Description 

n Number of nodes 

m i Upper limit on the number of packets node i can send 

D length of superframe 

p i ( k ) Probability that node i ’s workload is k packets 

y i ( k ) Probability that node i sends k or more packets 

b i ( k ) Modulation level used by node i to send its k th packet 

L Maximum transmission unit of the underlying 

communication protocol in bits 

t bit Time to send a bit 

t symbol Time to send a single symbol 

R s Symboling rate 

b min Minimum modulation level that a node can use 

b max Maximum modulation level that a node can use 

β i,k 
l 

A binary indicator that equals 1 for the selected 

modulation level l for node i ’s k th packet 

p e Power consumption of the electronic circuitry 

p s Power consumption from transmission 
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R s is constant. A typical value for R s is 62,500 symbols/s for

802.15.4 [40] . By using the radio power consumption formula from

Section 3 , we get: 

e packet = L · (p s + p e ) · t bit = 

L · (C s · φ(b) + C e ) (1)

b 
Define y i ( k ) as the probability that node i will actually trans-

it the k th packet. Then y i (k ) = 

∑ m i 

x = k p i (x ) . The total expected en-

rgy consumption is the sum of expected energy consumption of n

odes: 

 expected = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

m i ∑ 

k =1 

e packet · y i (k ) (2)

By denoting the modulation level of the k th packet of the node

 by b i ( k ), we obtain: 

 expected = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

m i ∑ 

k =1 

L.y i (k ) 

b i (k ) 
. [ C s .φ(b i (k )) + C e ] (3)

Note that the k th packet of node i can potentially be trans-

itted with any of the discrete modulation levels in the range

 b min , . . . , b max ] . Let β i,k 
l 

be a binary indicator variable ∈ {0, 1} to

epresent whether the k th packet of node i is transmitted using

he modulation level l or not. Then an integer programming for-

ulation to minimize the expected energy can be obtained as: 

inimize 

n ∑ 

i =1 

m i ∑ 

k =1 

b max ∑ 

l= b min 

β i,k 
l 

· L · y i (k ) 

b l 
· [ C s · φ(b l ) + C e ] (4a)

ubject to 

b max ∑ 

l= b min 

β i,k 
l 

= 1 ∀ i, k (4b)
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i =1 

m i ∑ 

k =1 

b max ∑ 

l= b min 

β i,k 
l 

· L 

b l .R s 
≤ D (4c) 

i,k 
l 

∈ { 0 , 1 } ∀ i, k (4d) 

The objective function gives the sum of the energy consump-

ion of all the packets over all the nodes, by considering their

robability of being transmitted and all possible modulation lev-

ls. The constraints (4b) and (4d) indicate that exactly one modu-

ation level will be assigned to each packet in the workload. The

onstraint (4c) enforces that all the modulation levels must be se-

ected in a way that all the transmissions will be completed be-

ore the deadline (the end of the superframe). Although integer

rogramming problems are known to be intractable in the general

ase, moderate-size instances can be solved using the existing op-

imization tools such as CPLEX. 

. Proposed algorithms 

Section 4 showed how static and dynamic algorithms operate

hen slack time is available. Section 5 illustrated how to opti-

ally calculate the modulation levels to achieve energy minimiza-

ion and required performance. Now we will discuss the algorithms

hat combine both. 

i.) Static : In this algorithm, assuming the worst-case workload

or every node, the smallest possible modulation level with which

he deadline can be met is assigned to all the nodes in uniform

anner, statically. The assigned modulation levels do not change

or the duration of the superframe, even though the actual work-

oad of a node may deviate from the worst-case (i.e., the slack time

s not reclaimed). 

ii.) Static ∗: This is similar to the Static algorithm in the sense

hat the modulation levels are computed statically and slack is not

eclaimed. However, instead of assigning a constant modulation

evel to every node, the nodes use a speed schedule that gradu-

lly increases the modulation levels by exploiting the probabilistic

orkload profile. This is computed by solving the integer program-

ing problem with the objective function given in Eq. (4a) . 

iii.) Dynamic : This algorithm makes the initial modulation level

ssignments as in Static but then dynamically adjusts the modula-

ion levels in order to take advantage of the available slack time

fter the end of each node’s transmission and allows only the fol-

owing node to reclaim this slack time by adaptively reducing the

odulation level. At slack reclamation times, each node uses the

mallest feasible modulation level to use the duration of its origi-

ally allocated slots and reclaimed slots. 

iv.) Dynamic ∗: This algorithm enables the dynamic reclaiming

f the unused slots by adaptively reducing the modulation level

t run-time. However, the initial modulation levels are computed

sing Static ∗ and the node that reclaims the slack uses the speed

cheduling solution to re-assign possibly different modulation lev-

ls to each of its packets. 

v.) Dynamic_f : The fair version of the Dynamic algorithm in the

ense that the available slack time is distributed evenly among all

ubsequent nodes rather than being assigned entirely to the next

ode. The modulation levels of all the subsequent nodes are dy-

amically adjusted after the end of each node’s transmission to the

owest feasible modulation level. 

Static, Dynamic , and Dynamic_f are polynomial-time algorithms.

hey only iterate over each modulation level (from 2 to 8) once

nd select the minimum feasible one. Static ∗ solves the Binary-

nteger Programming Problem introduced in Section 5 but it is ex-

cuted offline by the coordinator and only once unless the prob-

bility distribution changes. Dynamic ∗ also solves the same Binary

nteger Problem but only for a single node. In practice, a look-up
able can be constructed with the pre-computed modulation levels

s a function of available slack. 

Fig. 7 shows an example of possible slack reclamation of dy-

amic algorithms. In this example there are 5 nodes with maxi-

um workload of 10 packets. Initially, each node is assigned slots

ith total length equal to 10 packets with the modulation level

 where b > b min . When it is node 1 ’s turn, it sends 6 packets us-

ng the modulation level b which yields a slack time of 4-packets

ong. Dynamic and Dynamic ∗ allocate this slack time to the next

cheduled node, namely node 2 . Now, node 2 has effectively addi-

ional slots, giving a transmission time equal to 14 packets. How-

ver, node 2 will transmit at most 10 packets so it can reduce its

odulation levels. In the case of Dynamic, node 2 uses the lowest

easible modulation, b D , where b D < b for each of its 10 probable

ackets. Dynamic ∗ uses the optimal modulation levels computed by

olving Eq. (4a) only for its probabilistic workload and slot length.

hen it is node 2 ’s turn, it ends up transmitting 5 packets imply-

ng there is a slack time of 9 packets with modulation b . Similarly,

ynamic and Dynamic ∗ assign this slack time to the next sched-

led node, namely node 3 . In the Dynamic case, node 3 uses the low-

st feasible modulation level, b D ′ , where b D ′ ≤ b D ≤ b. node 3 uses

he optimal solution computed for its own packets with its own

eadline. In the Dynamic_f case, the 4-packet long slack time af-

er node 1 ’s transmission is distributed among node 2 , node 3 , node 4 ,

nd node 5 . These nodes have 11-packet long slack time with the

odulation level b . The lowest feasible modulation level, b D f , that

ill meet with the deadline with 40 possible packets is computed

here b D f ≤ b. After node 2 stops transmitting, the 9-packet long

lack is distributed among node 3 , node 4 , and node 5 . The new low-

st feasible modulation level b D ′ 
f 

for all 30 possible packets to meet

he deadline is computed where b D ′ 
f 

≤ b D f < b. 

. Performance evaluation 

To evaluate the performance of the several variants of the pro-

osed framework under different workload conditions, we simu-

ated the system on Castalia framework of Omnet++ simulator. We

imulated a system with a coordinator and 10 nodes arranged in

tar topology, and with communication range set to 30 m. The

ork done in [41] shows that DMS is effective for distances greater

han 25 m. Each node’s workload in a superframe varies between 1

nd 10 packets and is derived from a probability distribution. We

ssumed DMS-capable systems (with QAM modulation) where the

odulation levels can vary from 2 to 8. 

The purpose of our simulation is to quantify, from an algo-

ithmic perspective, the difference between DMS-aware and DMS-

blivious approaches in energy-aware super-frame management. In

rder to achieve this, we ran various simulations for different su-

erframe lengths (deadlines) to analyze how the energy consump-

ion varies. Furthermore, we have compared our proposed algo-

ithms against an Oracle algorithm which is the yardstick scheme

here the exact number of packets that each node will transmit

s known in advance, at the beginning of each superframe. As a

esult, it does not need to assume the worst-case workload. Or-

cle does not require any LPL because it knows the exact time

ach node will stop transmitting. Hence, the overhead of LPL is

lso omitted. Although it is not a feasible algorithm in practice,

t provides the minimum energy consumption that is theoretically

ossible for a given experiment. 

The minimum deadline D 0 is assumed to be the superframe

ength necessary to allow the transmission of the worst-case work-

oad (10 packets) by each node at the maximum modulation level,
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Fig. 7. An example for dynamic algorithms. 
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considered to be equal to 208 ms. 1 The actual deadline for a given

experiment is then computed as D = 

D 0 
load 

where the system’s load

is in the range [0.1, 1.0]. 

For each load value, our simulator generated 600 workload in-

stances for 10 nodes using a uniform distribution function. We also

ran experiments with Normal, Pareto and Flipped-Pareto distribu-

tions for workload generation. We will present detailed simulation

results for the Uniform distribution and underline the trends and

relative ordering of the schemes for the other distributions. 

Castalia is a high-fidelity simulator with an advanced channel

model that incorporates log-normal path loss with temporal vari-

ations [42] . It is not platform-specific and allows reliable and re-

alistic validation of wide range of algorithms and platforms [43] .

The packet loss is computed according to collisions as well as by

comparing the energy level of the received packet to the noise

level in the environment. Our simulation implementation com-

plies with 802.15.4-2006 standard, and allows data transfer dur-

ing CAP period where nodes only use slotted CSMA/CA. In the

slotted CSMA/CA, a node needs to wait for a random number of

backoff slots to transmit data packet but the acknowledgement

packet does not have to use slotted CSMA/CA. During the CFP pe-

riod, the coordinator sends ACK packets after each successful data

packet transfer. IEEE 802.15.4-2006 standard describes how the su-

perframe intervals must be calculated. The sum of active and in-

active period lengths must be equal to BaseSuperframeDuration =
NumberOfSuperframeSlots × symbolTime . SymbolTime is calculated

as 

1 

physicalDataRate × 10 0 0 / physicalBitsPerSymbol 
1 As in low-power listening mode each node can miss up to 2 preambles before it 

can start transmitting, this duration as well as the transmission delay are included 

in D 0 to ensure feasibility. 

 

 

 

 

nd then BeaconInterval is calculated as BaseSuperframeDuration ×
 

BeaconOrder . Here, BeaconOrder is a constant and is equal to 6

n our simulations. The active portion of the superframe is

ctiveInterval = BaseSuperframeDuration × 2 Acti v eOrder . We have cho-

en 4 as our ActiveOrder constant. Also, the number of time slots

ssigned to CAP period needs to be specified in order for the CAP

ength to be calculated. We set the CAP period to 2 GTS long. The

ransition cost in terms of energy and delay between RX, TX, and

leep states are also included. 

• MaximumNumber O f T r ies _ CAP = 4 , Maxi mumN umbe rOfT ries _ CFP 

2 , guar dTime = 1 ms 

• Clear Channel Assessment related factors: IEEE 802.15.4-2006

specifies three modes of performing CCA. Castalia’s radio mod-

ule is built to provide Mode 1 which checks whether the mea-

sured energy is above a threshold value or not. The default time

duration to measure the energy level is set to 0.0 0 0128 ms

which is independent of the radio that is being used. The de-

fault value of energy threshold is −95 dBm. 

• Transition costs: We only consider the light sleep level which

consumes 0.5 mW. The list of transition costs are; RX to TX =
32 mW, TX to RX = 32 mW, RX to Sleep = 1.4 mW, Sleep to RX

= 1.4 mW, TX to Sleep = 1.4 mW, and Sleep to RX = 0.5 mW. 

• Transition delays: Once again only with the light sleeping mode

the transition delays are as follows: RX to TX = 0.01 ms, TX to

RX = 0.01 ms, RX to Sleep = 0.05 ms, Sleep to RX = 0.194 ms,

TX to Sleep = 0.05. These values are obtained from the CC2420

radio specification. 

• Modulation level parameters: DataRate (kbps) is calculated as

symbolRate ∗bitsPerSymbol where symbolRate is constant and

62,500 for 2450 MHz radios such as CC2420. Bandwidth, noise-

Bandwidth, noiseFloor, and Sensitivity values are taken from

the CC2420 radio specification, and they are 20 MHz, 194 MHz,

−100 dBm, and −95 dBm respectively. TX_dBm levels which af-
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Fig. 8. Energy consumption in the ideal case. Here, we assume dynamic algorithms 

hypothetically know the exact time they need to wake up in order to start trans- 

mitting. Hence, LPL is not needed. 
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fect packet loss, CCA, and neighboring problem (see Section 4 )

are 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23 dBm, respectively, for modulation lev-

els 2–8. 

All the proposed algorithms run on the coordinator. The com-

uted modulation levels are transmitted to the nodes using bea-

ons and preambles. Hence, the computation overhead on individ-

al nodes is minimal. We set the preamble size to 14 bytes, which

ncludes a 1 byte for sender address, a 1 byte for receiver address,

0 bytes for the calculated modulation levels, and 2 bytes for the

RC footer. For the Static, Static ∗, and Oracle algorithms the beacon

ize is set to 124 bytes; while it is set to 24 bytes for the Dynamic,

ynamic ∗, and Dynamic_f algorithms. 

All the dynamic algorithms require the same amount of signal-

ng. Furthermore, we assumed that the coordinator uses the max-

mum modulation level to broadcast the preamble. In our sim-

lation settings, the listening-duration γ = 0 . 0 0 0128 ms and the

leep-duration α = t preamble − γ . For the C e and C s values described

n Section 3 , we have used 15 × 10 −9 and 12 × 10 −9 J, respec-

ively, and b min = 2 , b max = 8 , after [7,38] . All the simulation results

re presented at 95% confidence level. In all the plots presented,

he energy consumption values of various schemes are normalized

ith respect to the energy consumption of Static at load = 1 . 0 . 

.1. Analysis of the ideal case 

In this section we evaluate the proposed algorithms’ ideal case

erformances. In ideal case , we assume that the nodes have exact

nowledge about the time at which they need to wake up, in ad-

ance. The static algorithms can incorporate this information in the

eacon message. For dynamic algorithms we assumed the same

eacon message structure. Obviously in this ideal case, the need

or low-power listening disappears. Still, we believe the analysis of

his case reveals some important patterns because it yields the up-

er bounds on the energy savings that each algorithm can provide

ith zero-overhead low-power listening. 

Fig. 8 shows the normalized energy consumption of the pro-

osed algorithms. We observe that on higher load values, the Dy-

amic, Dynamic ∗, and Dynamic_f algorithms give significant energy

avings compared to Static and Static ∗ algorithms. Moreover, Dy-

amic and Dynamic ∗ perform better than Dynamic_f . However, at

ower load values, the dynamic algorithms provide only limited
ains; this is because even the static algorithms are able to assign

ow modulation levels when the system has ample time to finish

he workload. 

It is observed that the energy consumption is minimized for

he load value 0.625. For the load values smaller than 0.625 the

leeping energy consumption becomes dominant and for the load

alues greater than 0.625 the transmission and reception energy

onsumptions become dominant. 

.2. Analysis of the effect of traditional LPL with no interference 

In this section, we will show the effect of low-power listen-

ng on the proposed algorithms. The ideal case where the nodes

now exactly when the previously scheduled node stops trans-

itting cannot be implemented in real-life scenarios. The nodes

eed to listen for a preamble from the coordinator to see when

hey can start transmitting. One possibility is to use the tradi-

ional low-power listening (without the HLPL enhancement de-

cribed in Section 4 ) and our results in this section consider this

ase, by further assuming that the cross-node interference is neg-

igible. In Section 7.3 , we will re-analyze these settings within the

LPL framework by considering the impact of the interference. 

Fig. 9 a shows the normalized energy consumption of greedy

ow-power listening enabled algorithms. The compared algorithms

re greedy in the sense that they use traditional low-power lis-

ening with the wait-duration δ set to zero. We need to recall

hat only Dynamic, Dynamic ∗, and Dynamic_f require low-power lis-

ening. The remaining algorithms have pre-determined wake-up

imes. We can see that the dynamic algorithms perform poorly

ompared to static algorithms when load ≤ 0.6. This is due to the

act that for lightly loaded systems, the gain from dynamic recla-

ation of the slack times is offset by the additional energy con-

umption due to energy overhead of traditional low-power lis-

ening activity. The dynamic algorithms’ energy performance im-

roves only when load approaches and exceeds 0.6 (this thresh-

ld is slightly larger for dynamic_f ) – this is when the overhead of

ow-power listening (necessary to implement the reclaiming mech-

nism) becomes reasonably low compared to the gains of adaptive

odulation downscaling at run-time. We also observe the energy

onsumption gap between dynamic algorithms becomes more sig-

ificant where Dynamic and Dynamic ∗ performs very closely and

utperforms Dynamic_f . 

Another possibility for the implementation of the traditional

ow-power listening in these settings is to have each node wait for

 time duration δ equal to the expected time needed for the comple-

ion of the packet transmissions by the previous nodes. The idea is to

ake advantage of the known probability distribution. Rather than

etting nodes start low-power listening as soon as the collision-

voidance-period starts, the nodes calculate the expected number

f packets that will be transmitted by the previously scheduled

odes based on the known probability distribution function. We

all this scheme smart-LPL . The expected-number-of-packets before

ode i can start to transmit is 
∑ i −1 

k =1 

∑ m l 

l=1 
p k (l) × l . The scheduling

rder is embedded into the beacon message. Two observations are

n order here: i ) if the node starts low-power listening before its

ctual turn then the node spends more energy for low-power lis-

ening but does not miss any of its slack time. However, if the node

akes up after its turn starts then the node loses some portion of

he given slack time (the node could not reduce its modulation lev-

ls as much as it could have) but spends less energy on low power

istening. Hence, there is a trade-off between the gain from low-

ower listening and loss from smaller slack times. ii ) The modula-

ion level assumed in the calculation of the expected-wait-time for

he previous nodes is another critical variable. The nodes know the

xpected number of packets to be sent before their turn, but they

o not know what modulation levels have been used by the pre-
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(a) Energy consumption of greedy-LPL
where
δ = 0

(b) Energy consumption of smart-LPL
where
δ =expected-wait-time

Fig. 9. Simulation results with no interference. We assume each node node only hears the coordinator and none of its neighbors. Hence, the neighborhood problem described 

in Section 4 hypothetically does not exist in this settings. 
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vious nodes (they cannot accurately map the expected number of

packets to the expected amount of waiting time). In our simulation

settings, we have used the modulation level calculated by Static to

compute the expected-wait-time values. 

Fig. 9 b illustrates the normalized energy consumptions with

smart-LPL. Our analysis reveals that with smart-LPL, the energy

consumption of the dynamic algorithms is reduced compared to

the greedy-LPL case. One important observation here is the effect

of low-power listening on the dynamic algorithms. The increased

gap between dynamic algorithms observed in Fig. 9 a becomes less

significant in Fig. 9 b. This is a result of two factors: i) shorter GTS

slots mean longer duration to listen for a preamble and hence lead

to higher overhead caused by low-power listening; ii) For the case

shown in Fig. 9 b, the expected-wait-time values are calculated us-

ing the modulation level given by the Static algorithm. However,

higher ideal case performance implies that the previously sched-

uled nodes have used smaller modulation levels than initially com-

puted. This leads to less accuracy in predicting expected-wait-time

and as a result, a longer duration for traditional low-power listen-

ing. This is a crucial result that shows how dynamic modulation

levels can affect low-power listening and becomes one of the fun-

damental reasons necessitating the use of HLPL protocol. 

7.3. Analysis of the impact of neighborhood/interference 

In this section, our aim is to evaluate the effect of neighbor-

hood/interference on traditional low-power listening and also in-

clude our newly proposed HLPL in the comparison. In real settings

when a node wakes up to check for a preamble, it has to listen to

its neighbors’ communications to make sure that the communica-

tion it is sensing is not a preamble. In order for a node to make

sure that it is not receiving a preamble, it may need to listen the

channel for up to two preamble transmission times as shown in

Fig. 4 . 

Fig. 10 a shows the normalized energy consumption with tra-

ditional low-power listening and possible interference. A striking

observation is the significantly increased energy consumption of

the dynamic algorithms for most of the spectrum, due to the pro-

hibitive energy consumption of false alerts induced by the interfer-

ence due to the naive application of the traditional low-power lis-

tening framework. In this case, the nodes receive false alerts from
heir neighbors and they need to verify the content of these trans-

issions. The length of preamble message is 14-byte long whereas

he MTU of 802.15.4 is 127 bytes. This indicates that even for a

ingle packet with the highest modulation level, the node has to

onsume an additional energy of listening up to 2/3 of a packet

which is 84 bytes) to see if there is or there is not a preamble ad-

ressed to itself. In a neighborhood of size 4, this may create and

dditional overhead up to 26 packets per node as can be seen from

ig. 10 a. 

The overhead created by the interference also depends on the

alues used for sleep-duration and preamble size . In our simu-

ations, we have observed that larger sleep-duration values tend

o decrease the overhead induced by the interference. However,

onger sleep-duration has other consequences such as longer su-

erframe lengths and larger losses in the available slack times. In

rder to ensure the deadlines, we have to account for the maxi-

um time a node can miss before it hears a preamble. This maxi-

um time needs to be added to the minimum feasible superframe

ength to ensure the feasibility of the system. 

Some optimal values of preamble length and sleep-duration val-

es that will minimize this overhead may exist. However, we be-

ieve even this minimized overhead will still be undesirable es-

ecially for lower utilization factors where offline algorithms per-

orm well. Finding this minimized overhead value is left as a future

ork. 

Fig. 10 b shows the simulation results obtained after adopting

reedy-HLPL. Comparing to Fig. 10 a, one can see the drastic energy

avings provided by the greedy-HLPL. Dynamic and Dynamic ∗ out-

erform the Static algorithm for load values higher than 0.52. For

oad value 0.6 and higher, we observe that Dynamic and Dynamic ∗

ave less energy consumption than Static ∗. Dynamic_f outperforms

tatic ∗ for load values roughly after 0.91. If we compare Fig. 10 b

ith Fig. 9 a, we can see that the performance of Dynamic and

ynamic ∗ algorithms in the presence of interference is rather close

o the one in the no-interference case where Dynamic_f results

n a more significant increase. Fig. 10 c shows the normalized en-

rgy consumption of smart-HLPL when wait-duration is equal to

xpected-wait-time. This case further reduces the overall energy

onsumption of dynamic algorithms. In this case, Dynamic out-

erforms the static algorithms for load values roughly larger than

.45. 
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(a) Energy consumption
with greedy-LPL
and interference

(b) Energy consumption
with greedy-HLPL and
interference where δ = 0

(c) Energy consumption
with smart HLPL and
interference where δ =
expected-wait-time

Fig. 10. Impact of interference. 

(a) Flipped-Pareto distri-
bution

(b) Normal distribution (c) Pareto Distribution

Fig. 11. Energy consumption of smart-HLPL with different probability distribution functions. 
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As can be seen, HLPL successfully addresses the neighbor-

ood/interference problems and yields significant energy savings.

inally, the comparison of Fig. 8 with Fig. 10 c shows that the re-

ults of HLPL are reasonably close to the ideal case, showing the

otential of the framework. 

.4. Effect of different probability distribution functions 

All the results presented so far were obtained under Uniform

robability distribution for the packet workload. We have also

epeated all the simulations with Normal Distribution (with the

ean μ = 5 and standard deviation σ = 2 ), Pareto and Flipped-

areto distributions (with the shape parameter k = 10 , scale pa-

ameter σ = 3 , and threshold value θ = 

10 
3 ). 

An important difference is in terms of the average energy

onsumption under different distributions. Our simulation results

how that the Pareto distribution has the lowest average energy

onsumption followed by Normal, Uniform, and Flipped-Pareto dis-

ributions. This is expected due to the fact that each distribution

unction has different expected workload figures which are 3.22,

.04, 5.5, 7.78 for Pareto, Normal, Uniform, and Flipped-Pareto dis-

ributions, respectively. 

Fig. 11 shows the energy consumptions for different probabil-

ty distributions. We can draw several conclusions: i) Distribution
unctions have limited impact on the results presented in previ-

us sections; the ordering of the algorithms is still the same for

ach of the tested probability distribution functions. ii) For all the

ases analyzed in previous sections: the gap between the average

nergy consumption values of the algorithms got smaller for the

areto distribution case. The dynamic algorithms have performed

ery close for these load values greater than 0.5. Fewer number

f packets led to limited difference in transmission energy con-

umption. For similar reasons, this gap became larger for Flipped-

areto distribution function. We can say that when the nodes have

igher workloads, the performance gaps between dynamic algo-

ithms get larger and for the cases where the nodes have lower

orkloads, the gap between Dynamic_f and Dynamic ∗ as well as

he gap between Dynamic ∗ and Dynamic get smaller. iii) In the

areto distribution case, Dynamic, Dynamic ∗ and Dynamic_f out-

erformed Static ∗ for the load value roughly 0.5. These values are

lightly lower than the results presented in previous sections. 

.5. Analysis of scalability 

We have analyzed the scalability of HLPL in terms of number of

odes, and number of packets. When assessing the impact of the

umber of nodes, we conducted simulations with 1 to 20 nodes

ach with uniformly distributed workload of 10 packets. When
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(a) number of nodes smart-HLPL (b) number of nodes greedy-HLPL

Fig. 12. Scalability in terms of number of nodes. 

(a) number of packets smart-HLPL (b) number of packets greedy-HLPL

Fig. 13. Scalability in terms of the worst-case number of packets. 
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evaluating the impact of the worst-case number of packets, we as-

sumed 10 nodes with uniformly distributed 1–20 packets of prob-

abilistic workload. Figs. 12 and 13 show the scalability in terms

of number of nodes and packets. The linear regression analysis

shows that for all of the scheduling algorithms except Dynamic and

Dynamic ∗ in Fig. 13 a and b, the average energy consumption grows

linearly with respect to number of nodes and number of packets

where each of the regression analysis had an R-squared value of

0.96 or higher. For the mentioned Dynamic and Dynamic ∗ results,

a 6th degree polynomial regression had R-squares value of 9.95 or

higher. The general ordering of the algorithms has not changed in

terms of number of nodes. However, we observed that Static ∗ out-

performs Dynamic_f for 14 packet workloads. 

7.6. Impact of radio hardware variations 

In this section we will discuss the effect of different values of

radio power consumption. We first ran a series of experiments

with sleeping-power consumption of 0 mW and 3 mW. In the

previously reported results, this value was set to 1.4 mW. Fig. 14

shows the effect of sleep power consumption with 10 nodes, max-

imum of 10 packets workload with uniform distribution. Fig. 14 a

corresponds to the ideal case (described in Section 7.1 ) with sleep

power consumption assumed to be zero. Here, we observe a strict

increase in energy consumption with increasing load value. This

result is different than the one shown in Fig. 8 which has the

minimum energy consumption at the load value of 0.625. This is
ecause lower load values mean longer superframe duration and

ence increased energy consumption from sleeping. When we take

leeping energy consumption out of the equation (recall that ideal

ase does not require low-power-listening), higher load values re-

ults in strictly higher energy consumption due to higher modula-

ion levels. Fig. 14 b shows the energy consumption with greedy-

LPL when sleep power consumption is set to 0. Comparing this

ith Fig. 10 b, we see the energy consumption gap between the

ighest and the lowest load levels increases. Fig. 14 c shows the

ase where sleep power consumption is set to 3 mW. The lowest

oad level results in the highest energy consumption except for

tatic . For the other algorithms, the sleeping energy consumption

s higher than the energy savings from using lower modulation

evels. This case also shows that the Dynamic and Dynamic ∗ out-

erforms static algorithms for every load value which further em-

hasizes the effectiveness of HLPL. 

Next, we experimented with the CC2420 based power con-

umption values. The results are presented in Fig. 15 . CC2420 only

as a single modulation level of 4, which consumes 62 mW. If we

ssume the same exponential increase of initial test values, the

ransmission/reception power consumption can be estimated to be

5, 31, 62, 124, 24 8, 4 96, 992 mW for modulation levels 2, 3, 4, 5,

, 7, 8 respectively. Fig. 15 a shows the energy consumption results

or the greedy-HLPL. These settings shows using Static ∗ consumes

ess energy for every load value hence, the best option. This is due

o the very expensive clear channel assessment performed by the

ynamic algorithms exceeding the energy savings from lowering
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(a) Ideal case with
sleep power = 0 mW.

(b) Greedy-HLPL with
sleep power = 0 mW.

(c) Greedy-HLPL with
sleep power = to 3 mW

Fig. 14. The effect of sleep power consumption. 

(a) Greedy-HLPL with
lightest sleep level

(b) smart-HLPL with light-
est sleep level

(c) smart-HLPL with mul-
tiple sleep-levels

Fig. 15. Energy consumption with CC2420 based power consumption settings. 
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odulation levels. However, Fig. 15 b gives significantly different

esults with smart-HLPL with only the lightest low-power-mode

alled idle . In this mode, CC2420 turns off its frequency synthe-

izer and draws 426 μ A of current. The results showed that dy-

amic and dynamic ∗ outperforms static ∗ for load values of 0.8 or

igher and dynamic_f does so for the load value of roughly 0.9.

oreover, CC2420 has two more low-power-modes namely power

own and power off. In power down the crystal oscillator is turned

ff in addition to frequency synthesizer and draws 20 μ A of cur- 

ent, and in power off the voltage regulator is also turned off with

 total of 0.02 μ A current draw. It takes 0.6 ms to transition from

ower off to power down and 1.0 ms from power down to idle . We

ssumed that during these transitions there is a current draw equal

o the level with the higher current draw value. All the algorithms

re adjusted to consider all low-power-modes and put the nodes

nto the deepest one wherever expected-wait-time exceeds the re-

pective break-even point. The results shown in Fig. 15 c indicate a

ignificant improvement. The dynamic algorithms outperform the

tatic ones for the load value of roughly 0.4 and greater. This fur-

her shows the benefits of smart-HLPL. 

. Conclusions 

This paper addressed the problem of ensuring real-time guaran-

ees while minimizing the overall energy consumption in wireless

ensor networks. We focused on cluster-oriented superframe com-

unication, the most widely adopted method for providing real-
ime guarantees in industrial wireless networks. Using Dynamic

odulation Scaling we studied static and dynamic algorithms for

eallocation of slack times in a superframe. We analyzed the ef-

ect of interference and dynamic modulation levels on low-power

istening. We also introduced a new low-power listening protocol

alled hybrid-low-power listening (HLPL) in order to overcome the

nterference problem caused by neighborhood. Using th Castalia

imulator we empirically assessed the performance improvements

f DMS slack reclaiming and HLPL. Our experiments show that dy-

amic slot readjustment saves a significant amount of energy un-

er highly loaded systems. They also indicate that HLPL overcomes

he interference caused by other nodes in the cluster and signifi-

antly reduces the overall energy consumption of the system. 
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